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ABSTRACT

In six brief chapters, mixed-age grouping of young
children in schools and child care centers is explored and advocated.
Chapter 1 defines mixed-age grouping, examines limitations of
single-age grouping, and points out positive characteristics of
mixed-age classes. Chapter 2 discusses social development as seen in
children's interactions a mixed-age groups. Various studies are
cited that focus on how children perceive one another and adapt their
behavior and expectations accordingly, how children exhibit specific
prosocial behaviors in mixed-age situations, and hoTh children's group
participation varies. Chapter 3 revi.ews studies on the cognitive
effects of mixed-age grouping, concluding that psychologists and
educators do not yet fully understand how mixed-age interaction
affects cognitive development, and calling for more research on the
interactive processes involved and the teacher's role in them.
Chapter 4 discusses two strategies for mixed-age learning: peer
tutoring and cooperative learning. Chapter 5 describes examples of
successful implementation of mixed-age programs, including a 2-year
kindergarten at the University of Northern Iowa's Malcolm Price
Laboratory School, and the Fajans School in Sweden where elementary
school-age children were not grouped by age or ability. Chapter 6
addresses four basic questions about implementing mixed-age grouping.
A brief section giving conclusions and recommendations is provided,
followed by 63 bibliographic citations and appended suggestions for
teachers working with mixed-age groups. (RH)
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Executive Summary
IXEDAOE GROUPING OF YOUNG CHILDREN IN SCHOOLS AND CHILD
All
....
BOOK. AL-

( ARE CENTERS IS EXPLORED AND ADVOCATED IN THIS

though it is not a new idea in education, the practice of tea:thing
3 ming hildmi of % ailing ages together runs counter to the typi-

cal pattern of edueation in the United States, which separates
children into single-age classes. Mixed-age grouping is supported
here for the following reasons:

1. Mixed-age grouping resembles family and neighborhood
groupings, v% hieh throughout human histor3 hare informally
pro% ided much of eh ildren's socialization and education. Many
3 oung (thild reit now spend Math, ely little time in either family
or neighborhood settings and consequently are deprived of the
kind of leanal ig made possible by in terage contact.
'). Research, although incomplete, indicates that social development can be enhanced by experiences available in mixed-age
grouping. Leadership and prosocial behaviors lia% c been observed to increase.
3. Current concepts of cognitive de% elopment the "zone of
proximal development" and "cognitiv e conflict" impl3 that
children w hose know ledge or abilities are similar but not iden
tit'al stimulate each other's thinking and eognitive growth.
4. Research tni peer tutoring and cooperativ e learning indicates

that intera('tion betw cell less able and more able children
("novices" ;uul "experts") benefits all indivkluals both academically and socially.

5. Mixed-age grouping relaxes the rigid, lock step curriculum
%%ith its age-graded expectations, w hich are ihappropriate for a

large proportion ofehildren. Furthermore, mixed-age grouping
might also lead to a redut tion of screening and standardized
testing in the early years.
6. Mixed-age grouping has been used successfully w ith young

children in the United States and abroad (e.g., Britaiti%and
Sweden).
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Introduction
Four-year-old Ryan is constructing a spaceship from heay
, tI ,9m8rd. lic puts paper Clips through holes to sen e as control

buttons mid becomes frustrated ami upset A+ lien tbey repeatNlly fall out. When he requests the teacher's help, she asks him
to wait. lir expresses impatience, and the teacher asks 11% e-anda-half-3 ear-old Rachel to help him. Ryan gladly accepts her offer
to help. A few minutes later Ryan us ready to lift off.

Elisa, age three, still cries when her mother lea% es her at tlw
child rare center in the morning e% en though it has been tlinp
eeks since she joined the group. Elisa still spends most of her
time elose by the teacher. Christine, age five, went through a
similar stage last y ear. Although Christine often has a difficult
t iMe sharing t Mugs, she is emotionally % cry sy mpat belle. She is
also % ery

erbal. She expresses comfort and reqssuraiwe to Elisa

and offers to lw lwr friend and to show her how to make the
magnets move. Though lwsitant at first, Elisa responds to the
teacher's encouragement and decides to trust Christine.
A group of four- and tive-year-oldo greets the arri% al of new
manipulati% e materials w ith great interest. Included are plastic

ebai» li»ks: squares, tria»gles, eireles. pyramids, ovals. The
oltler children begin linkiug pieces togetlwr. stretching the
linked units from 01w end of the room 'm the other. They soon
1110%c 0.1 to counting how many of each shape are in the chain.
Next, they start taking actual measurements of its length. The

younger children continue joining %arious pieces togrtlwr.
Durhig subsequent days. as tlw older children mo% e on to laIwl
ing difTemit shaps and cataloging them, the 3 ()uInger Ones
begin romW og, measuring, and keping records of their find
jugs, ust as t he3, had seen their older classmad es do earlier ill
t he week.

FROM WHAT WE CAN OBSERVE, CHILDREN IN ALL CULTURES LEARN
FROM ONE ANOTHER. IN FAMILIES, VILLAGES, SETTLEMENTS, NEIGH

!animals. and c% en transient set thigh ma li at, during tray cl, chil
dren imitate. instruct, direct, follow . interrogate, and respond to
One another's know :edge. ideas. and feelings (Whit hig. 1973:
Prat t, 1983: Whit ing & Edwards. 1 988).
INTRODUCTION/Vii

Although hionans are NOt 'usually born
in litters, we seem to insist that they be
educated in them.
Pratt (1983) points out that the age-stratified culture in which
we live is largely a prothict of the past 200 years. Ile suggests that
"it is t he result of many faetors, including the size of commu ni ties,
the specialization of w ork, the deN elopment of transportation,and
the evolution of schools" (p. 7).
Around the turn of the century , hen children in the industrialized nations began going to school en masse, a more or less uniform age of sehool entry N% as established, and progress through the

grades on the basis of age became a regular practice (Pratt, 1983).
Angus. Mirel, and Vinovskis (1988) point out that age-grading w as
part of "efficiency-oriente(l practices [such) as child aecounthig,
intelligence testing, ability grouping and tracking" (p. 232).
Interest in the potential benelits of mixed-age grouping was
aroused by the publication in 1959 ofGoodlad and Anderson's The
Non-Graded Elementary School. They argued that grouping children homogeneously on the basis of a single criterion (like agel
does not reliably produce a group that is homogeneous on other
criteria relevant to teaching and learning. Extensh e research on
the nongraded school movement stimulated by Goodlad and An-

derson's ideas revealed, however, that its implementation consisted of "lit tle wore than abiliq grouping %% it h in existing grade
levels" (Pratt, 1983, p. 17), and that in faet few schools actually
practiced mixed-age grouping for instruction.

Curiously, though, while other settings allow children of diverse ages to in teraet, schools (and now child care centers) almost

invariably confine interaction within a narrow age range. We
plaee "the sixes" in first grade and, eN en more restrictively, we
frequently divide the toddlers into "the old os" and "the young
twos." Although humans are not usually born in litters, w e seem

to insist that they be educated in them. 'l'o a large extent the
organization of our schools seems to be based on a factory model,
which uses an assembly line to sulkjeet homogeneous materials to
identical treatments in order to yield uniform products.

Furthermore, schools and child care centers, particularly for
presehoolers, are increasingly replacing families and neighborhoods as contexts for child-child interaction. Smaller family size
and out-of lionic employ ment for both parents lead to children
spending most of their waking hours in schools and centers
Viii/TIIE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING
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Multi-age grouping in the primary schools
probably offers advantages over agegraded grouping for both academic
achievement and social development
outcomes.
(Katz, 1988). I lenee, many children hat e little access to
other-age children.
Does this matter? Are children losing something valuable by

hat ing liiiiited Opportunity to interact UM' older and younger
children? Arc y otmg children being especially or mmeeessarily
restricted by current age-grouping practices? I low can these ques-

tions be answ ered? lii !Lis book we propose that age grouping
matters in :An end w 835. We base our ease for incorporating mixed-

age grouping into schools and child care centers on the accumulated experience of many early childhood educators and on research indicating its potential social and intellectual benefits. We
include references to empirieal ,,tudies of cross-age interaction
aild other related research.
Arm% indWatinas of renew ill interest in this topic hat e appeared

in recent educational and developmental I iteratun . iii 1987,
Goodlad and Atuler,on's book w as reissued. In addition, the Royal
Commission on ::,iueatiou in Canada recommended "legislation
and yolk 3 1 hanges to enable schools and school districts to establish ungraded primary divisions" (1989, p. 28).
The 1988 Task Force :eport of the Nat iona: Association ofState
Boards of Education (NASIIE) reconunevAded that "early childhood
units be established in elementary schools, to prmide a Iles% pedagogy for At orkillg with children ages 4 8" (1988, p. viii. Recent,
research oil lltidreles hitt ilectual and s. cia) development discussed in tlw chapters that follow reflects increasing attention to

the nature and consequences of cross-age interaction. This renewed interest in the Am:1th e potential of mixed-age grouping is
welcome on both empirical and philosophical grounds.

Table 1 shows l'ratt's sunnaary of the results of 27 empirical
studies reported hem cen 1948 and 1981 that lotAed at the academic and social on teonws of mixed-age grouping. On balance, the

table suggests that multi age gronping in the primary schools
Offers ad% antages ot er age-graded grouping for both academic
at him mein and social des elopment outcomes. It is our strong
hunch that those benefits are likely to be et en greater for younger
children (e.g.. children four to six 3 ears old) Ulan for older elemenN/TRE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING

It is our strong hunch that those benefits
are likely to be even greater for younger
children (e.g., children four to six years
old) than for older elementary-age
children.
tary -age children. How e% er, realization of these benefits for any

age rang( depends to some extent on both the curriculum and
teaching strategies employed.

Table 1. Empirical Studies in Multi-age Grouping:
27 Studies*
Academic
Achievement

Siudies favoring
conventional grouping

Social
Development

3

0

Inconclusive studies

12

6

Studies favoring
multi-age grouping

10

9

* Hamm on l'ratt, 1983, p. 18. Pratt does not indicate the criteria used to
den rmine the hit lusion or exclusion of the studies synthesized. The frequi tides shot% n in Table do not equal 27 because some studies had
results in both columns and some did not.

In this book, n e first define mixed-age grouping and e:.amine
some limitations of single-age grouping. Then, w e re% ien research

on social and cogniti% e aspects of mixed-age grouping and tieribe successful multi-age programs, effective teaching strate
gies, peer tutoring, and cooperative learning. Finally, we present
rc«,innwndations for decision makers in schools and centers for
young I. hildren. An appendix contains implementation saggestions for teachers.
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Chapter 1
What Is Mixed-Age

Grouping?
IXED-AGE GROUPING IS PLACING CHILDREN WHO ARE AT LEAST A
YEAR APART IN AGE INTO THE SAME CLASSROOM GROUPS. OVER THE
AML.

y ears, it has been us( d in different ways in early childhood and
primary school classLs (Stahl, Stahl, & Henk, undated). Montessori classes, for instance, ha% e traditionally been made up of chil
dren of different ages. Montessori's rationale was that younger
children could learn much from the models prcvided to them by
older children. British infant schools during the so-called Plow
den years of the 1960s and 1970s taught five-, six-, ani seven-yearolds in the same classes.* Mixed-age grouping has also been common in small rural schools, and cross-age tutoring has been used,
in one w ay or another, for hundreds of years (Zindell, undated).
In recent times, mixed-age grouping has had various names:
heterogeneous grouping, multi-age grouping, % ertical grouping,

family grouping, and primary school ungraded or nongraded
dasses. It should be noted that there is a distinction between the
rationale for nongraded schools and for mixed-age grouping: The
former is primarily intended to homogenize groups for instruction
by ability or de% elopmental level rather than by ag.; the latter is

in tended to optimize what can be learned when children of
different as NN e 1 1 as the sameages and abilities have opportunities to interactil though cross-agp tutoring is net identical with
mixed age classroom learning, it too ti.kes advantage of the different competences of children of differeut abilities or ages as they
work in pairs.
.N0 systemati( research has been dune 011 family grouping as practked in
British infant schools.

WHAT IS MIXED-AGE GROUPING?/1
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Resemblance to family and spontaneous
grouping
Family units typically include heterogeneity in age. The family
group provides its younger members with opportunity to observe,
emulate, and imitate a wide range of competencies in all domains.
Older family members have the opportunity Lo offer leadcrship
and tutoring and to assume responsibility for less nmture and less
knowledgeable members.
Similarly, it is assumed that the wioer the range of competene ies
in a mixed-age group, 0-, greater will be the participants' opportunities to develop relationships and friendships with others who
match, complement, or supplement their ow n needs and styles.

The greater diversity of maturity and competence present in a
mixed-age group, compared to that in a ame-age group, provides a
sufficient number of models to allow nu_st participants to identify
models front w hom they can learn sonie of whom will be of the
:Ante age, of course. Row ever, for Instructional e,rouping there is
probably an optimum rather than maximum desirable di% ersity .
Ellis, Rogoff, and Cromer (19`. ) observed the composition of
chiliren's spontaneous groups in an urban setting with a population large enough to allow homogeueous age groups to form spontaneously. . They reported that for all age groups strict age segregation was less common than w ould haN e been expected on the basis

of common-sense notions of children's preferences. The target
children were with same-age peers in only 11% of the observations,
ith child companions w ho differed in age by at least one y ear in
55% of the obsen ations, and with adult companions ill 28% of the
observations. In this study,, more often than not, childre,n spontaneously gras itated toward heterogeneous age grouping.

Disadvantage of single-age grouping:
Normative pressures
To a \ et) large extent, current concern v. Rh deN elopmental
rsus chronological age in kindergarten and first grade placement stems from the w, idesprcad use of a formal academic curricu-

lum in these classes. Academic approaches can be thought of as
homogeneous treatments that y ield homogeneous outcomes only
if the population it treats is homogeneous in all releN ant aspects.

2/THE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING
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Some administrators report that, iv,
mixed-age grouping, teachers' tendencies
to teach all children the same lessons at
the same time are reduced.
If ehildren spontaneously form heterogeneous peer groups, wily
do adults typically segregate them by age? One reason might be
that, as impressions we have gained front our own experience
suggest, when children in a class are close in age, teachers and
parents tend to expect them to be ready to learn the same things at
the sante time. Indeed, from a normative poiat of view,, such an
expectation is reasonable, but the effect can be to penalize children who don't happen to meet these expectat ions.
Such normative pressures are currently associated with extensive screening and testing before and after the kindergarten year.
The purpose of these tests is to assign to special "des elopmental"
or "transitional" classes children deemed unready to succeed in
an academic urrieulum (Graue & Shepard, 1989). Or. following
the notion of "a gift of a year" (Gesell Institute of Human Develop-

'nent, 1982), age-eligible children are withheld front school entrance on the basis of their so-called de% elopmental age. The Gebel I

Institute ad% ocates de% elopmental rather than chronological age

as a criterion of readiness to begin formal schooling, thus acknowledging tae insufficiency of age as a criterion for grade placement. The practice of w ithholding children from school for a year
is expected to result in greater homogeneity of developmental age
in classes even though it produces a w ider chronological age
spread in the withheld children's subsequent primary classes. We

agree that chronological age per se is an insufficient criterion of
readiness for academic instruction. Our % iew , how e% er, is that
mixed age grouping in classes that employ an informal intellectually oriented curriculum canitti kmize the pitfalls of both kinds
of segregation: by age and by IT,. iffless.

When classes are inixed so that the children range in age front
four to six, for example, a w ider range of behal ior is likely to be
accepted and tolerated ti.an in a same-age group. Furthermore, in
mixed age classes, it may w easier for kindergarten and preschool

teachers to resist the "push down" phenomenon the trend to
introduce the primary school curriculum into kindergarten and
preschool classes (Connell, 1987; Gallagher & Coche, 1987). Some

administrators report (to the first author) that, in mixed-ag,
grouping, teachers' tendencies to teach all children the same lessons at the same time ate reduced. Mixed-age grouping vompels
411'HE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING

In a in ultidime nsional class in which
children have some real choice about what
work they do and when or how to do it,
they are more likely to make egoe nhancing choices that lead to positive
self-evaluations.
educators to organize learning acti% Ries and the curriculum so
that indi% iduals and small groups of children can undertake different kinds of %% ork along side one another, and so that indi% idtia Is can make different contributions to the group's efforts. More-

er, because mixed-age grouping iii Res cooperation and other
forms of prosocial beim% ior and appears to minimize competithe
pressures on children, discipline problems that seem inherent in
e

iromnents are often substantially reduced. The

cooperation that can flourish in a mixed-age group can generate a
class ethos marked by caring rather than competiti% eness; the
classroom culture is more likely to be characterized by helpfulness
and inagnaldinity on the part of those able and expected to assist
t hose %% ho are less able. This is not to suggest that cooperation,
other forlas of prosocial beha% ior, and a caring ambience cannot
be fostered ill same age classrooms, of course. Indeed, it is difficult
to understand %% hy a cooperati% e community atmosphere is not
more common in early childhood classrooms.

Mixed-age classes are multidimensional
Rosen hol t z and Simpson (1984) highlight the contrast betu yen
single and mixed grouping %% ith their description of uni- and null

tidhnensional lassrooms. A unidimensional classroom defines
academie ability mid ork narrou ly and Uses a restricted range of

performance criteria to e%aluate children. In these classes, tiw
assigned tasks tap only a limited range of children's abilities an4
hether
interests. 011 the other hand, multidimensional classt
single-age or mixed, Offer a comparati% ely

ide range of acti% Ries

in %%Inch ary ing lools of skills can be applied. A % ariety of per

formance criteria are alued and accepted as legitimate. In tin
nidin iensional classroom, the "absence of al turnati% e definitions
of %%hat constitutes % alued ork pre% en ts each student from

hoosing the definition that most enhances the self" (Rosenholtz
WHAT IS MIXED-AGE GROUPINGV5

1 F)

The mixture of ages may increase
teachers' awareness of developmental
d iscrepancies within a particuktr child.
Simps(,a, 1984, p. 22). Therefore, a larger umnber of children is
"forced to accept low self-evaluations" (p. 22) than would be the
case in multidimensional classes. In a nmltininiensional class in
w likli children ha% smne real choice about what work they do

and wlwn or how to do it, they are more likely to make egoenhanring choices that lead to positiv e self-es aluations (Greenberg. 1990). Categorizing classes as uni- or multidimensional is
not simply dichotomous; probably many degrees of dimensionality exist. How e er, w hen early childhood classes are composed of

a single-age group, the likelihood is great that its purpose is to
narrow the range of learning activities and performance requirements, based on tlw faulty assumption that children of the same
age karn tlw same things at the same time in the same way.

Mixed-age groups allow for children's
uneven development
Most 3 ming children are not equally mature in all domaihs of
dev lopment at a giv en time. For example, a child might be considrably more able in v erbal masoning but less socially adept than
her age-mates. The mixture of ages may increas.! teachers awareness of dcv elopmental discrepancies ithin a particular child. The
manifestations of one% en dev elopmental levels may also be more
acceptable to teachers and caregivers in mixed- and in single-age
groups. As already suggested, a ider range of behav ior is likely to
be accepted in a mixed-age than in a sameage group.
A ni ixture of ages s i th in a class can be particularly desirable for
hildren full( tionilig below age group norms in sonic areas of their
dcv elopment. These children may find it, less stressful to interact
N%

N%

ith younger peers in areas in hich they lag behind their agetes. Such interactions ith younger peers can enhance chilN%

N%

dren's mot ivat ion and self-confidence (Kim, 1990).
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Chapter 2
Social Effects of
Mixed-Age Grouping

0

NE OF THE MANY REASONS FOR BRINGING GROUPS OF CHILDREN

TOGETHER IN THE EARLY YEARS IS TO FACILFFATE AND ENHANCE THEIR

social development. Indeed, the serious long-term consequences
of early social difficulties demonstrated by recent research sug-

gest that the first of the "4 Rs" in education should stand for
relationships, particularly peer relationships (Asher & Parker, in
press; Mize & Ladd, in press).

This chapter examines social development as seen in children's
interactions in mixed-age groups. A majority of studies reported

here use experimental methods in which children interact in
mixed- or single-age groups, and comparisons are made between
the quality of the interact:on in the two conditions. Most of the
studies were conducted in classrooms or similar environments
v. here children spent substantial amounts of their time. The studies rev iewcd focus on (1) how children perceive one another and
adapt their behavior and expectations accordingly, (2) how children exhibit specific prosocial behaviors in mixed-age situations,
and (3) how children's group participation varies.

Social perceptions
Social perceptions are related to the function and purpose of the
group and to the roles that individuals hold within it. In mixed-age
groups, the div ersity of social perceptions can support a cooperath e climate. When French (1984) asked groups of first and third
graders to assign % arious role labels to photographs of same-age,
SOCIAL EFFECTS OF MIXED-AGE GROUPING/9
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In mixed-«ge groups, older children are
percei ved as contributing, and younger
children as needing their contributions.
younger, and older peers, she found both older tind younger chil-

dren associated specific expectations With each age group.
Younger children assigned instruetive, leadership, helpful, and
sympathizing roles to older children. In return, older children
peretth ed younger ones as requiring more help and instruction.
.kge seemed to be a significant perceptual cue in interpreting the
appropriateness of role behavior in a given context.
111 mixed-agc groups, then, older children are pereciv ed as con-

tributing, and 3 ounger children as needing their contributions.
These 11111(118113 reinforcing perceptions thus create a climate of

expected cooperation beneficial to children, and to teachers w ho
often can feel that they (as (he older ones) must do all the gh ing.
Interest ingly , iii French's st udy , age w as not tut important factor
in friendship choice, in-Beating that mixed-age grouping does not

necessarily limit children's friendships. 111 fact, friendship appears to be a relationship that transcends age-related behav
Brody , Si onet nail, and Maelchnum ( 1982) lin estigated jitter:R.0ml

among school age children. They ev aluated patterns of behav ior
among 3 ounger siL 11gs, their friends, and school-age pe,.- according to the quality of the interactions. They observ ed Lii arions roles children assumed in different combinations of dy ads
and triads M 11110 play ing a game. The assumed roles N ere teacher.

learner, 1nanager, managee, and playmate. The researchers found

that in each d3 ad the older children assumed the dominant role
hen 1)183 ing ith a younger child. When older children played
NN it h a best friend, how eN er, they demonstrated an egalitarian
role. 111 the ease of the triads. older children assumed a less domi-

nant and more faeilitative role.
Taken together, the findings of French and Brody et al. suggest

that mixed age groups benefit front positiv e affect from tu 0
sources s.,cial pereep t ions and friendship.

Older children exhibit

ye leadership

Frenell, Waas. Stright. and Baker ( 198(i) obsen ed children's
leadership roles. Children in mixed- and same-ago. groups w ere
obsen ed and linen ieNN ed during a decision-making process related to their o lassroom t iv ides. The researchers studied
0/THE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING

Friendship appears to be a relationship
IN( transcends age-related behavior.
interartion. time on task, and similar classroom behav lot's. Not
surprisingly , older ehildren ere more I ike:y to exhibit leadership
behav iurs than w ere younger children. The ladership bim% iors
w en primarily thos that facili tated group processes, for example,
the solicitation oft hildren's opinions. In fact, there was less ()pin
ion 0% ing among older children in t he mixt d age group than in the
same age group. Fur some c Inldrn, leadership in tlw form of ()pin
ion giv ing is easier among younger tlmn same-age peers.
Stright nd Freneh (1988) follow ed up this study to take a closer
look at It adership beim% iur in groups of children seven and nine
y i ars old inid nille and eleven y ears old. The researchers obsen ed

hildrcn in the process or rt tIiiiig mnsensus on tits. appropriate
order of a set. of pirtures. flit obsen ations showed that in the
pri si u t oo,oungcr hildren, nine y ear-olds exhibited more orga
nizing statements. solicitations of preferences, and group choic
suggestions, ami ngagd in less follm% ing bt ha% ior than w hen
t hey w..r Rh older children. Arcording to Stright and French,
the older children in the mixed ag groups facilitated and erga

nized the participation of y ()lingr children "and did not utilize
shnple dominance to control the decision" (1988, p. 513). They
point out, "Man children do not possess the skills and characteristh s that (*tidbit'
to emerg as a leader in a group of peers.
With s Ulk lent age disparity, how ev er, a ay child can attain leadership status w ith y ounger children" (p. 313). Therefore, mixed-age
groups provkk appropriatt lInkX ts in %% hit
igitiren can prin-

t ir leadership skills.

Prosocial behaviors
Prosoi idi helm% iors arc oftn treated as indexes of sot ial competence. These behav iors, 51101 as help gh ing, sharing, and

turn taking. facilitate interaction in the group setting 811(1
promote soeializat ion.

SOCIAL EFFECTS OF MIXED-AGE GROUPING/1
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Prosocial oehaviors tire often treated as
indexes of social competence. These
behaviors, such as help giving, sharing,

and turn taking, facilitate interaction
in the group setting and promote
socialization.
Mixed-age groups enhance older children's
responsibility
In a study of peer interac tion in mixed-age groups of first and
third graders, Graziano, French, Bros% nell, and Ilartup (1976) as-

sessed :,ocial competence through a cooperath e task (building
ith blocks) in s% ilia triads of mixed- and single-age children
participated. They studied both group ahd individual performances in the th o kinds of groups. Indi% idual performance %% as
assessed by the number of blocks a child used in his or her building. the kind of % ocalizations used, %% ho placed the first block, and

ho straightened the blocks. Group performance measures included these % ariables as %% ell as the number of blocks that fell and

alterations made by members of the group. The indi% idual's performance differed according to the age composition of the specific
triad. In particular, older children seemed to accept more responsi
bility than rfid younger children for the triad's os erall perform-

ance. Childrcn in a mixed-age triad demonstrated oera1l task
as% areness and slum ed sensith ity by assuming responsibility for
task completion s% hen the triad included y ounger children. Graziano et al. (1976) suggest that older children might be more sensith e to the complexity of interaction %% hen they are in mixed-

rather than in single-age groups. Initiath e and assumption of
respolisibility may accommodate tlw group'.s building task %% hen
ehildren percei% e themseh es as more proficient builders.

Children appear to play as freely in mixed-age
as same-age groups
Lougee, Grueneich, and Ilartup (1977), as.sessing spontaneous
posith e and ncgath e social beha% 'Ors, obser% ed preschoolers and

kindergartmrs together during free play sessions in homoge
MIMS and mixed age groups. Posith e social beha% fors included
SOCIAL EFFECTS OF MIXED-AGE GROUPING/13
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spontaneous attention to peers, affection, blibillission ielding),
and reciprocation. Negatil e social behal iors n ere derogations,
interferences, nonrompliances, and attacks. The appropriateness
of children's erbal interaction and the dine they del oted to a
gh ett task (free play or play with a board game) w ere also studied.
The amount of social interaction did not seem to s ary according to
the ages of the children.

Self-regulation appears to-improve
In a rel km of research related to non-age-mate peer relationships. Lougee and Graziano (1986) point out that w hen children

are east in the role of rule enforcer, their subsequent selfregulation appears to hnprot e. Thus, w hen older children in a
mixed-age class are encouraged to remind y ounger ones of the
rules. their OM n self regulation may be enhanced. Lougee and Graziano suggest t hat acting as a rule enforcer may be "tie of set eral
M ay s in w hich children learn to ubey rules and to control their (tuft

behat ior. indicating the "joint influence of age relationships and

the role requirements that facilitate the del clopment of selfr(gulation" (1)86, p. 23). They also point out that the role of
mixed age rule enforcement may be useful for a child N't ho is hat

ing difficulty learning to comply w ith the rules. Thus, if older
children w Ito are n istant to adult authority ate enrouraged to
assist y ounger onc ,a observing the routines and rules of the
setting. the oldcr childnm may berome more compliant themselves.

Group participation
Children's frequency and type of partit ipat ion in group-relat(d
actil ities at) w ith the group composition. as tt ell as M ith the
nature of the activity.

Social participation is h eigh te n ed for younger
re n
To examine tlw rf1 t of ni;.ed-age interaction on social partieipat ion, Goldman (1981) studied three- and four-yeanold
hiren
in mixcd agc groups that formd ,00ntaneously in the t lassroom.
133 using an adapted form of Part( 1.'s (19:33) play ategories, Gold14/THE CASE FOR M1XED-AGE GROUPING
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When older children in a mixed-age class
are encouraged to remind younger ones of
the rules, their own self-regulation may be
enhanced.
man observed that younger children spent less time engaged in
parallel play and required less teacher direction when in mixedage triads. Goldman suggests that this finding has important implications for the design and organization of envfxonments for
young children. Specifically, younger children can engage in more

interactive and complex types of pla when oiaer peers are eas-

ily accessible to them than when they are in homogeneous
age groups.

Older children create complex play for
younger ones
Similarly, Howes and Farver (1987) examined the complexity of
social pretend play in an investigation of the social participation
of two- and five-year-olds playing in a mixed group. Two categories

of social pretend play were used. Simple social pretend play was
scored when both participants engaged in pretend actions. Coop-

erative social pretend play required the participants to assume
complementary roles such as mother-baby or driver-passenger.
The study included observations of children's communications
about play, teaching, attempts to direct play, and imitation.
Howes and Farver observed that two-yearolds engaged in more
cooperative social pretend play with older peers than with sameage peers. However, they were "mere effective in cooperating with

an age-mate than with an older child, (suggesting] that children
may be more assertive with younger children and with age-mates
than with older children" (Howes & Farver, 1987, p. 311).
The researchers also compared the differential effects of asking
a flve-year-old to teach versus play with a two-year-old. In a mixed-

ag- group, the toddler engages in complex pretend play "because

the older partner has the skills to structure the roles for both
partners. The toddler, limited in pretense and communicative
skills, is less able to create the same complex play when interacting with age-mates" (Howes & Farver, 1987, p. 313). The authors

suggest that child care centers that "serve toddlers as well as
preschool-age children may modify their curricula to include op16/THE CASE FOR MIXED-AGg GROUPING
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Child care centers that serve toddlers as well as preschoolage

children may modify their curricula to include opportunit ies.for st ructured, mixed-age int eraction.
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portturities for struetured, mixed-age interaction" (p 3.). Cooperatis e social pretend play Is ith more mature partners t.an help
otulg children acquire new social skills and t.oncepts as they are
demon. !rated through tlw emerging forms of social pretend play.
For older children, interaction pros ides opportunities for practice
and mastery of social skills. This happens because mixed-age
grouping offers Older rhildren occasions to organize tlw play actis
ities ith and for less mature playmates. in a mixed-age class,
dramatic play activities can y ield benefits to all participants.
In a similar study , Mounts and Roopnarine (1987) compared tlw
play patterns of three- and four-y ear-olds in mixed-age and sameagu groups. Younger children in the mixed-age groups engaged in

more complex play than did t wir peers in homogeneous age
groups. They w ere able to parth ipate ill play situations too complex for them to initiate, but 1101 too complex for them to partici-

pate in w hen a more competent -Itild initiated the situation.
Mounts and Roopnarine argue that one ads antage of mixed-age
classrooms is that for many children they has e a closer resemblance to children's homes and the social milieu to Is Well children
are more amustomed than has e age-segregated classes. When a
caregis er creates ens ironments at school that are similar to those
at home, the resulting sense of continuity may case many young
ellildren's adaptation to the school environnlent.

Older children operate well in younger
ehildren's "zone of proximal development"
The findings reported by Ilow es and Fars er (1987) and Mounts
and Roopnarhw (1987) ins oke Vygotsky 's "zone of proximal des elopment" as a useful explanatory concept. The "zone of proximal des elopment" is "the distaiwe bets% cell the actual des elopmortal les el as determined by independent problem-soh ing and
the les el of potential des elopment as determined through problem soh ing under adult guidaiwe or in collaboration w ith Inure
capable peers" (as cited in Wertsch, 1985, p. 24). The adult's guidaiwe has been referred to as "scaffolding." According to Brow n
and Palhlesar (1986), tlw "metaphor of a scaffold captures ay idea

of an ad.;ustable and temporary support than Lan be realm ed
lwn no longer necessary" (p. 35). In the studies cited here, the
older children in the mixed-age groups appear to pros ide scaffolding for the play of the y ounger ones (Wcr(sch, 1985) and in this
sense operate V i thin the y ounger childrn's Zone of proximal de-

18/THE CASE FOR MIXEDAGE GROUPING
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Mixed-age groupings may provide
therapeutic or remedial benefits to

children in certain kinds of "at risk"
categories.
clopment or "region of sensitis ity to instruction" (Brown & Palin(sar, 1986, p. 1-18). A more extensive discussion of the zone of
proximal development is presented in Chapter 3.
N

Therapeutic effects of mixed-age
interaclion
Se% cral studies of children's behas ior in mixed-age groups sug-

gst that such groupings linty pro%:de therapeutic or remedial
benefits to children in certain kinds of "at risk" categories. It has
been established, for maniple, that children are more likely to
exhibit prosocial beha% ior (Whiting, 1983) and off(r instruction
(Brody, Stoneman, & MacKinnon, 1982; Ludeke & Ilarttv, 1983)
to y ounger children than to age-mates. They are more likely to

establish friendships (Ilartup, 1976) and exhibit aggression
(Whiting & Whiting, 1975) w ith age-mates. They usually imitate

older children (Brody ('t al., 1982) and display, dependency
on them.

Younger children allow isolated older children
social skills practice
nic thrapeutic effects of mixed-age interaction are indicated in
a study by Furman, Italie, and Ilartup (1979) in w hich s Rhdrawn
preschool children participated in mixed-age groups for rehabilitail% e purposes. These children were paired w ith younger and
ith same-age children. They w ere compared to a same-age control
group. The preschoolers ho interacted w ith younger children

made th greatest gains in sociability. The results suggest that
lack of leadership skills may be a cause of social isolation. When

older isolated children had an opporLinity to interact with
y ()linger hildrn, they could practice leadership skins. This study

has sighiL cant implications in light of the enormous concern
about the social adjustment of many children.

SOCIAL EFFECTS OF MIXED-AGE GROUPING/19
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In a three-u eeI r z,rN ention program, Kim (1990) assigned 12
rejeeted-aggressi% e nod 12 rejected-u ithdrawn preschool children
to three conditions. play sessions in dyads with a socially average
y ounger child, 0) ky dyads with a peer, and no treatment. Following the interN1 ion, the rejected children who had experienced

the eross-age-,..wrin tion dyads were more often nominated as
friends by tlwi, wssmates compared to rejected children in dyads
with a peer or without treatment. These results persisted in a
follow -up ass: s. men t three w eeks ..fter the intervention program.

Both younger and older children in mixed-age groups differentiate their behavior and vary their expectations, depending on the ages of the participants.
20111IE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING

Such encouraging findings front a %ery bri:f treatment suggest
that y oung children experiencing social difft-ultWs way benefit
from extenshe opportunity for cross age interaction in a natural
istic setting like a classroom environment.
It seems reasonable to expect that the a% ailability of younger
and therefore less threatening classmates in mixed-age groups
offers the possibility of remedial ok therapeut ic effects for children
%% hose soeial de% elopment is "at risk." Ill fact, the leadership that
older children exhibit in mixed-age groups (French et al., 1986) is
recognized as one of the social skills inN oh ed in impro% ing general ability to deN clop sovial relationships (Mize & Ladd, in pr(ss).
11iodeling, reinforcement tor social approach, social perspecti%
taking, and social skill training ha% e been used t% ith %arying de
grecs of sk CCVSS (111i7.0 & Ladd, in pr(ss). In all of these remedial
programs, the adults ha% e play tql t he role of reinforcer and t rainer.
110N% CN er, the concepts are difficult for trainers to teach ytting
children dim tly . 4 seems reasonable that a preschooler N% ht. has

little confidence in his OW n social skills might be more easily
rebuffed by age mates than by younger, less socially mature chil
dren. Thus, social interaction ts ith oungr, kss socially sophist i
rated classmates might ghe childnn N% ilk suli ION% Confidence
opportunities to practice and refine tiwir interacti% t skills in
a math ely iweepting social en% ironnwnt. The potential benefits
of mixed age groups for chi/ tren %% Rh social difficulties Inkk3 de

pend upon the nature of ow Npecifie diflkult.

addryssed,

hot% tN IT. TIIC 1 /Clients may bk greater for Chi Idrtql N%110 are iso-

lated than for those %%Ito arc rejet
aggressive tendencies.

b. peers because of tlwir

Summary of social effects research
The e%idence dist ussed thus far suggests that t hildren of differ
ent ages arc usually ms are of ow differences and attributes asso
iated s ith agc. Consequently , both y ounger and older hildren in
mixed age groups different;ate tluir twha% ior and %ary their ex
pet Unions, depending on tlw ages of the participants. Mixed age
group interaction elk its .ct ilk prosocial beim% iors sLfl h as help
ing, sharing, and taking turns, %%Melt are important in y oung
children's sot ial de% elopment. Mixed age groups pro% ide older
children ith leadership opportunities, %% hii h may be especially
important for st. ne at risk children, and pro% ide ou tiger t hi idren
ith opportunities for more omplex prutend play than Ult..) could
initiate themselves.
SOCIAL EFFECTS OF MIXED-AGE GROUPING/21
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Chapter 3
Cognitive Basis for
Mixed-Age Grouping
TUDIES RELATED TO MIXED-AGE GROUPING AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT SUGGEST rim' COGNITIVE CONFLI17 IN A CHILD ARISES FROM

his interaction n ith children of difierent let els of cognitit e ma
turity. It is assumed that optimal eognitite conflict stimulates
(void% e gron th by elht.icnging participants to assimilate and
at commodate to the nen information represented by their dif
ferenees in understanding.

Effective cognitive eonfiiet from peer
interaction
Brun II and Palmusar (1986) make the point that such conflict's
ontributitm to learning is not simply that the less informed child
imitates the more knot% ledgeable one. The interactions between
those %%Ito hold ronflit wig understandings lead the less informed
member to internalize nen understandings in the form of "funda
mental eogniti% e restructuring" (p. 31). Along the same lines,
Vygotsky ' 978) maintains that internalization occurs n hen con
Thus,
repts art actually transformed and not merely replica"
tht kinds of rognitit e conflict likely to arisc during cross-age in
tcrat lion pro% ide contexts for significant learning for y ounger

hildren as they strit e to accommodate to the difierent understandings presented by- older classmates. For example, in an ex
periment on t unser% ation, Botwin and Murray (1975) demonstratd that non ronsert ers gained signin uitl iii consert ation
COGNITIVE BASIS FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING/23
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The interactions between those who hold
conflicting understandings lead the less

informed membc ;o inte-nalize new
understandings 'in the form of
"fundamental cognitive restructuring ."
of number, mass, weight, and amount by either observing conservers or engaging in resolution through social conflict. Similar
results have been difficult to replicate, however.

Cognitive conflict is a complex condition
The precise cognitive stage and the socialization patterns of
those involved must also be considered: specifically, the rrspeefives of both children as well as the conditions under which conflict occurs (Tudge, 1986a, 1986b). As Brown and Paitncsar (1986)
point out, a child can learn effectively from another only when the

less informed child already has a partial grasp of the concept in
question. In other words, for cognitive conflict to be effective, the

con 'epts being learned must exist between the points of the
child's actual and potential ability or, in Vygotsky's term, within
the child's "zone of proximal development."
Slavin (1987) points out that the discrepancy between what an
individual can do with and without assistance can be the basis for
cooperative efforts Lhat can result in cognitive gains. In his vim ,
"collaborative activity among children promotes growth because
children of similar ages are likely to be operating within one another's proximal zones of development, modeling in the collaborating group behaviors more advanced than those they could perform as individuals" (p. 1162). The work of Slavin and others in
cooperative learning procedures does not specifically address age
differences among members of cooperative groups. Nev ertheless, ,
the research available on the application and effectiveness of coop:

erative learning supports the view that many of the differees
betwe r memoers of learning groups can be used for social and
intellectually desirable goals.

//
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if learning tasks in volve children working
together instead of individually or
competitively, fruitful collaboration
between "novices" and "experts" can
occur.

"Novices" and "experts" in mixed-age
groups
If learning tasks in% oh e children w orking together instead izit

individually or competith -Ay, fruitful collaboration between
"novices" and "experts" eau occur. Research by Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, and Campione (1983) and Brown and Reeve (1985)

sum, arts Vygotsky't, contention that learning experiences are
most likely to enhance development when children's activities are
socially directed by "experts." Experts are more capable people
ho pros ide prompts to increasingly ad% aneed solutions, direct
leading questions, and cause "no% ices" to defend or alter their

theorks. The notion that supportive social contexts create new
le% els of competence, then, defends the use of mixed-age group-

ing, in which ranges of competence offer vary ing levels of
cogilitive input.
lii

a study of peer collaboration, Azmitia (1988) examined

problem soh ing. The children in the study w ere not mixed in age,
but they w ere selected specifically as "no% ices" and "experts" on a
gh ell task. Such no% iees and experts may be embittered analogous
to the competence differenees that exist among children of different ages. Azmitia found that experts, e% en at the preschool le% el,
posithely influenced no% kes' learning by offering information,
guidance, and new % _ew points and affected no% ice children's acquisition of eognithe and social skills such as negotiation, orguMentation, and cooperative work skills.

Children adjust communication for
listeners
Connnunkati% c onip,tence also makes a significant t on tribu
tion to cognith c de%elopment (Gelman & Baillargeon, 1983). Iii

research im.:o.ing communication skills and sy ntactic adjust
!unlit, Shatz and Gelman (1973) grouped three and four y ear ohis
261111E CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING
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The notion that supportive social contexts
create new levels of competence defends
the use of mixed-age grouping, in which
ranges of competence offer varying
degrees of cognitive support.
together. They studied the t hildren's ability to alter their linguis
tie behat ior according to the age of the listeners. Sentence length
,nid complexity differed dependhig on the listener's age. Shatz and
Cielmal.'s findings support the hypothesis that children are sensitit e to the age and assumed It el of verbal ability of the listener
and adjust their erbal behm ior accordingly. Furthermore, the
closer Ow speaker's age w as to that of the listener, the fewer ad-

justments the speaker made. Shatz and Gelman conclude that
communication. being an interactit e process, requires partici
pants to adjust tu each other in order to create a fa% orable communicative environment.
In another study of nib.ed groups of preschoolers and kindergartners (Lougee, Gruenich, & Ilartup, 1977), the younger childrtlfs linguistic maturity , measured by the length of utterance,
nnpro% ed as they addressed older peers. No significant imprift
ment was reported for older children.

Summar.,
Psy etiologists ,ind educators do not y et fully understand hou
mixed-agc interactimi affects cogniti%c dr% elopment. More data
art. needed. Ne% ertheless, the concepts of cognithe conflict and
the zone of proximal de% elopment pro% ide sonic theoretical justiIli anon for experilm nting ith education in mixed age grouping
in the early years.
The implication of the theory and research is that areful consideration must be gi% en to tile precise conditions undt r %%Ilk h bene

tits of ogilitit e onflk t can be fully realized. Structuring learning
tasks so that "no% k es- and xperts- can collaborate is one promising approach. More research is needed on Ow interactive pro
cesses involved and the teacher's role in them.
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Chapter 4
Strategies for
Mixed-Age Learning:

Peer Tutoring
and Cooperative
Learning
ALTHOL OH DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH RELATED TO MIXED-AGE
GROUPING IS RATHER LIMITED IN SCOPE AND SIZE, AND THE CON-

4 lusions are still tentath e, research on the strategies of child( hild tutoring and cooperath e learning is extenshe. While the
research On these tu o subjects is not specifically focused on
i hilt:, en's ages, it appears to ha N e dear implications for mixed-age

group learning experiencs.

Peer tutoring
Peer tutoring is defined as a "one-to-one teaehing process in
s. hich the tutor is of the same general academic status as the
tntee" (Cohen, 1986, p. 175). Cohen suggests that both the tutor
and tin tut«. gain a( adeink.ally and interpersonally through the
iii terat t ion. Tin exposure to and rehearsal of the material, and the
,orcsentation and «mcentration on the lessons, in% oh e the aethe
participation of both members.
behig some cogniti% e closeness in peer tutoring suggests
that the tutor ( an operate in the tutee's "zone of proximal de%elopSTRATEGIES FOR MIXED-AGE LEARN1NG/29
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incur (Sla% in, 1987). Learning is facilitated because tht distance
betn cell peer tutors' and tutees understandin;.,s is smaller thai
the distance betn een the understandings of children and adults.
III a sense, adults ik ach %%ell because the.; can intentionally o% ercollie the great cogniti% e distance betu een Menisci% es and young
children. Furthermore, the tutors are thought to be more sensiti% e

and empathetic than teachers to the predicament

the tutees.

The tutor is less likely than an experienced teacher to ha% e
formed self-fulfilling prophecies and expectations about the interaction's outcome. Of course, some children are more competent
tutors than others.
In an analy sit, of 65 studies of school tutoring programs, Culler.,

Kulik, and Kulik (1982) found that the majority had a pos.e effect on the tutees' academic performance and attitudes
ton ard t utoring.
enty -eight of these studies in% ol% ed
mixed-age tutoring.

Lippitt (1976) suggests that ..ross-age tutoring is actually an
extension of human beings' natural twi(1dle) to interact n ith and
learn from those n he are older and more knon ledgeable. Both
3 ounger and older children ean benefit from tutoring. Younger

children can be enriched by indi% idualized instrut don from
older children; the latter learn in re% ien ing the material to be
taught and in performing competently during tutoring. These
experiences also un rease many tutors' self-confidence and sense
of worth.

Tutoring offers both tutor and tutee firsthand experience of (In
teaching and learning proccs., likh can be useful in modify Mg
attitudes tom ard learning and study ing. It gh es participants an
opport tin ty to experience schooling front t he perspecti% e of tutor
as n ell as learner. Tutoring also benefits teachers because it provi(les addit ional instruction in the elassroom.

Cooperative learning structures
As indicated by se% eral studies, iwer tutoring encompasses
many elements found in cooperati% e learning (Russell & Ford,
1983; 1,Jrison, Johnson, Holubcv, & Roy,, 1984; Sla% in, 1987).
Cooperat Is.c It arning in% ol% es children in face-to face interaction

and in Alaring sponsibility for karning. It also in% oh es shared
adership iota
c interdependence among group members.
Indi% idual accous ability ;s liken ise crucial in iiromoting
achievement in these groups (Johnson et al., 1984).

30/THE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING
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In a meta-analysis of 122 studies on the
comparative effects of cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic goal
structures on achievement, it has been
found that cooperation is by far the most
effective in enhancing achievement.
In an analysis of 122 studies on the comparative effects of coop-

erative, competitive, and individualistic goal structures on
achievement, Johnson et al. concluded that cooperation is by far
the most effective in enhancing achievement. In vie.% of the larger
issues !Asocial adjustment, and given tin. increasing concern ss ith
children's motivation, the search for goal structures that enhance
learning and prosocial development is timely.

Lew, Mesch, Johnson and Johnson (1986) demonstrated the
effects of cooperati% e learning on positive interdependence. Isolated children experienced gains in achie%ement, in interpersonal

attraction, and in the use of collaborative skills in cooperative
learning groups. The researchers contend that the isolated children's acquisition and application of collaborati% e skills during
the cooperative learning activities developed their selfhich in turn resulted in more interaction ss ith peers.
cooperative learning may bring many children ss i t h
social difficulties into a positive recursive cycle (Katz, 1988) in
ss hich their acceptance by others leads to greater confidence in
approaching them, greater acceptance increases their confidence,
and this, in turn, increases their acceptance by peers.
Although the cooperative learning approach is not directly con
cerned with the participants' ages, it is related to the use of the
differences betw een participants in the service of learning. The
maximization of differences betu een participants is one of the
rationales for our recommendation of mixed age grouping in early
childhood education settings.
eonfidt
Theret

e,

Su in mary
Although empirical data on the educational principles that
shoult, guide instrm tion in mixed age en% ironments are not y et
ailable, e propose that the principles of cooperati% e goal strm
ture (Ames & Ames, 1984) and peer tutoring could be useful in
32/THE CASE FOR MIXEDAGE GROUPING
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mixed-age situations. Under classroom conditions marked by cooperative (versus competitive) goal structures, a range of compe-

tence in all developmental domains that concern teachers is
accepted. Furthermore, substantial evidence indicates that children's motivation is increased when working in cooperative learning groups and that that can improve the quality and equality in
relationships and achievement in education (Nicholls, 1979).
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Chapter 5
Mixed-Age Settings:
Some Successful
Examples
RESEARCH EVIDENCE REGARDING MIXED-AGE GROUPING IS COMPLEMENTED BY THE EXISTENCE OF MIXED-AGE PROGRAMS BOTH IN THE

United States and other countries. Historically, the Progressive
Education ino% ement in this country fostered multi-age grouping. die most extensi% e contemporary use of mixed-age grouping

has been in the British infant schools fol children five to seven
years old.
In an experimental program to ex imine the effects of cross-age
intoraction on social behm ior, Roopnarine (1987) implemented a
summer preschool program at the 1211i% ersity of Wisconsin MixedAge Laboratory School. Tlw program's first objective was to provide children with

ample opportunity for obsen ational learning, imitation, and

tutoring, and to provide the environment for engaging in
simple to complex modes of cognitive and social play. Older

children would be provided the opportunities to sharpen
skills already learned, while younger children would be ex-

posed to the behavior:5 of more competent older peers.
(p. 147)

The second objecti% e n as to give teachers experience in imple
men ting a curriculuia for mixed-age groups. The teachers %%ere

required to de% elop lesson plans that "would lead to group
participation and cohesion rather than social segregation"

(p. 148). Roopnarine describes the curriculum as having
au "open classroom" orientation, ofTering the range of activiMIXED-AGE SETTINGS: SOME SUCCESSFUL EXAMPLES/35
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Research e vidence regarding mixed-age
grouping is complemented by the
existence of mixed-age programs both in
the United States and other countries.
Historically, the Progressive Education
movement in this country has fostered
multi-age grouping.
ties and experiences associated ith traditional nursery and
kindergarten education.
On the basis of his findings, Roopliarille proposes that mixedage classrooms can indeed function as an instructional and curriNN

cular model because they y kld increased le% els of cooperation and
greater complexity of interaction than do single-age classrooms.

Across a range of social/cogniti% e constructs and in different
settings, children appear quite sensitive to their per!rs' ages.
The mixed-age grouping appears to elicit a number of social
behav iors among children of varying dc% elopmental status.

Thus, cross-age peer relations may serve various adaptive
functions that are central to the process of cognitive and
social development. (Roopnarine, 1987, p. 147)

These adapti% e functions, hich are examiikd in a number
of studks, in% oiN play beha% has, language
ation, and
social rehabilitation.

University of Northern Iowa Malcolm
Price Laboratory School
Since the mid 1970s, the Malcolm Price Laboratory School has
operated a tu o-y ear kindergarten that mixes four and (I% el earolds. The program operates on the a.ssulliption that "the greater
the difference among children in a classroom, the richer the karning en% iromnent for the child" (Doud & Finkelstein, 1985, p. 9).
These authors assert that the mixed age kindergarten has many
ad% antages. Mixed age grouping al lou s richer erbal beha% ior and
N

better language del clopment, the enhanced self-confidence
needed to master ne%% tasks, and opportunities to achie%e de% clop-

mental potentials. Additional benefits ar ,.! opportunities for immature fl% 3 ear olds and mature four y ear okis to intent( t atsinti36/THE CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING

5 (1

_tai le% els and the minhnization of retention of
children deemed unready for first grade (and thus the social
stigma that. often goes with retention). Doud and Finkelstein
lar de \ eloir

(1985) also suggest that the teachers having two years with each
child is an asset of the program.
Although these authors claim that the Malcolm Price Laboratory School has been successful, they pros ide little specific information about the curriculum and not much data to support claim&
of success. They do caution, however, that it would be a major
error to integrate four-y ear-oldN into kindcrgartens that formally
teach reading and N% riting and that place premiums on basic aca
The key function of
demic skills rather than in-depth lean
the mixed-age kindergarten is to augment general intellectual

grow th rather than to accelerate the ai quisition of isolated
aeadeniii- skills.

Fajans School in Sweden
The prat tiek of mixed age grouping is common in other countries, espeeially in locations w here the numbers in each age cohort

arc too small to constitute a w hole class. Papadopoulos (1988)
describes the Fajans School in Sw eden, in N% hie!' 220 elementary
age children w ere not organim d into age or ability groups.

Children at [the st hool I are notgraded according to age. They

belong, instead, to a colour unit. In each unit there is a nursery department, a junior class and an intermediate class.
Ages in each colour uni. range from 9 months to 12 yeam

Each colour unit has its own team or staff, including

teachers, recreation leaders and some kitchen and cleaning
staff. There is full eo-operation between the staff and the
children of the arious units of the planning and organization of the various school activities. (p. 3)
At cording to Papadopoulos's report, the school's objecti% es ar !
to t reatc t lose contact butt% ern the preschool and primary wills,
to t reate a homelilw atmosphere, and to maintain the same peer

groups from the nursery to the primary years. Papadopou!os
points out that e% en the phy sical facilities are designed to encouragt the achie% ument of these objecti% es. For example, there is no

large dining room bet ausc the children eat in their rooms. The
building is designed to " fnilitat e flexibility and free MO% meta of

pupils in the t lassrooms" (p. I), and each classroom has "a cosy
MIXED-AGE SETTINGS: SOME SUCCESSFUL EXAMPLES/37
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It would be a major error to integrate four-year-olds into
kindergartens that formally teach reading and writing and
that place premiums on basic acathmic skills rather than
in-depth learning.
38/THE CASE FOR MIXEDAGE GROUPING

beginning of each school year, 10
new pupils replace the old ones.

Al

comfortable chairs and ample bookshel% es for
m odd ng materials and a large area w here pupils can work in small
reading area %% ith

groups- (p. 1). Teachers collaborate in regular planning meetings
alternating w ithin and across grade le% els. Each class contains
children from the three grades. At the beginning of each school
3 eat% 10 n w pupils of the 3oungest grtr'e replace ten of the oldest
ones, 'Mins. no teacher is faced with the problem of having 30 new
pupils et er3 third ear" (p. 4). Based on the brief description of the
hool. (he curriculum appears to offer a mixture of formal, infor
mai. spontaneous. and assigned acti% ities shnilar to those recom
mended by Katz and Chard (1989).

Pupils collaborate across "school borders" tt orking on prac

Beal themes. Also classes from the main school work togethci w ilk the nursery school to organize% arions actit itles.
such as traffic training. oodland paths. stor3 times. etc.
(Papadopoulos. 1938. p..1)
Tlw debt ription of the st !tool's atmosphere and of the ehIldren's
%% twit suggests that, %% ink mixed age grouping is onl3 one aspect of
this srhool. it is one that contributes substantially to the

"t% drunk openness, friendliness ... freedont of mut ement, free
dom of exchange of ideas" (p. 5) noted b.) the obsen ers. Unfortu
!hitt!). tht rt pin t does not int ludc debt riptions of Bic min plcmcn
Wiwi of these arrangements in greater detail than t ited abut c.

Summary
Mixed age group ink tat lion t an havt Li iato). adapth t
pint nt (1,Anigt1 &
Mg. and enrit king elIct ts till hildrt Ws tit

Graziano. undated. (raziano et al.. 1970. Battu!). 1983). Mixed
ag) grouping programs demonstrate t ad% antagt sand latssildli
that Oa kb a
ties of the prat t we The programs' eldstent t hulk
is neither no% el nor rare. and indeed it 111a3 bt an ithva whom Bull.
has t unit% gh eli rut rut t rends in t hildrearing and fil li. . (la
uutsalt
int reasing lengths of time t hildrt 11 spt nd ilL I hild
paulg
hil
awl
the
int
reasing
at
adenth
thi
mands
hunk..
I.,
dren in preschools and kindergartens.
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Chapter 6
Questions About
Implementing
Mixed-Age Grouping
RESEARCH INDICATES THAT CROSS-AGE INTERACHON AMONG
YOUNG CHILDREN CAN OFFER A VARIETY OF DEVELOPMENTAL BENE-

(Hs to all partit ipants. llum, ec ti, inurel mixing children of differtilt ages in a group , ill nut guarantee that the benefits described
in the preeeding diseussion c ill be realized. Four areas of concern

are the optimum agt range, the proportion of older to younger
c hildren, the time allocated to mixed age grouping, and the appro-

pi iate curriculum. None of these concerns has been examined
by einpirk al studies. Wu attempt here a preliminary exploration
of questions.

What is the optimum age range?
Although nu sy stematit es, idenue has been found eoneerning the
beneficial effet ts of the age range N, ithin a group, experience suggests that the range is likely to affect the group in sec eral ay s. We

hy pothesizu that there is an optimal age range and that children
too far apart in age N, ill not engage in enough interaction to affect
uat h other. If the age span i thin a group goes bey ond the optimal
range, then the models of behac ior anti tvmpetenee exhibited by

the oldest members may be too (link ult for younger members to
emulate. Indeed, there may be a risk that the eldest children %%ill
intimidate the y oungest members. Furthermore, t%e suggest that
QUESTIONS ABOUT IMPLEMENTING MIXEDAGE GROUPING/41
1.1

I

ustomar3 age suglega don prat ti( es pro% jIll too Hamm a range of
ollipetent c fur maximum learning at robs HUH h of the currii u
!um. For example, in a t lass composed entirely of three 3 ear olds,
the t hildr( it ina3 not be able to engage in p1a3 as romplex as they,
« ould engage in if in a t lass in( hiding four 3 car olds. Hon e% er, in
man3 s !tools and I hild i are centers, the mixture of age groups is

more like l3 to be determined b3 the at tual enrollments than b3
empirically derived formulae.
Researt h is needed to illuminate the d3 nainit fat tors that operate in %arious age ranges. Comparati% e studies of classes A% ith a
t(% u %erstis a three 3 ear age spread ( ould identif3 the effects of age
rangi on the frequent les, structure, and content of cross-age interaction. It %%ould also be useful to knon hether the types and
frequent ies of prosocial lwha% ion, (e.g., nurturance, leadership,

tutoring) that older hildren xhibit in hiteractions ith oungir
ones are related to the spread in ages. Of course, in
situations, the age range ma3 not be a matter of choice, ( rather a
fun( t ion of demographi( fat tors be3 ond the school's ( ontrol. The
ad% (images or risks asso( iated ith agi ranges are not I lear from

any available data.

What is the best proportion of older to
younger children in a class?
There is at present no empirit al basis on A% hit h to predict %%hat

I ;oportious of older to 3 ounger childreli ithin a class are optimal. Real ( onditions are unlikel3 to allw.% teat hers to ha% e onehalf the ( lass age four and the other half age fit e. It seems likel3
that if the class ronsists of fl% e fo(a 3 ear-olds and 15 II% clearolds, the 3 oungi st members might easil3 be o% erw helmed by their
older lassmates. Hot% er, if the proportions are re% ersed, might
th( demands of the 3 ()Linger children o% ershathm the needs of the
oldei unes. iind the (11 ptanee of beha% ior appropriate from the
3 oil ng( r hildrenghe the older ones license to beha% e in these less
li(ture Al a) s as (% ell? In either case, the teaulu r's role includes not
01113 fostering t ooperatit e and ( onstrueti% ( interaction al ross thu
age groups. but also minimizing the potential risks of the Ilhe%
distribution of the age groups and the kinds of beha% ioral charm

teristil s assot Wed V. ith them. We ha% e only indirectl3 related
1(1(111 e 011 these issues
from I ross-cultural studies on peer
interaction (Whiting & Whiting 19M). The Whitings' classical
stud) dust ribes a %% id( age range of peer interai tion found in other
421111E CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING
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cultures. The Whitings report that prosocial beim% ior: tend to
emerge, and relationships among children of all ages dr .haracterized by cooperation.

'What proportion of time ought to be
spent in mixed-age groups?
There is as yet no evidence to indicate w hat proportion of the
time children spend in an early childhood setting should be spent
in mixed-age groups. However, w e might ( onsider possible mixtures of ages in early childhood settings and elementary schools.
An ideal elementary school that has pro% isions Ibr four-year-olds
could be organized to pros ide at. early child:mod section or department for children four to six 3 ars old. (The Natio al Association
of State Boards of Education,
recommends a unit composed
of four- to eight y ear olds.) In ,,dch an early childhood department,
the children might spend all of their time in mixed groups, depending to a large extent on the nature or the curriculum. Ir the
curriculum is mainly informal and Ancludes spontaneous play ,
learning centers, project w ork, and indi% lanai assignments as
needed. children's progress in acquiring bask literacy and numeracy skills will not be jeoparctized.
Another plan might be to set aside oat icular periods during
which the teacher offers specific learning and instructional act IN i-

des for small, flexible sub-groups of children w it h relath ely ho-

mogeneous abilities, knowledge, or compe Whet. . Memlwrs of these
groups might w ork on specific indi% idual assignments and recen e

systematic instruction as needed. While these small group:, are
receiving special instruction (see Katz & Chard, 1989, pp. 10-11).
others in the class can continue to w ork on projects or play together in spontaneous groups.
On the other hand, a school might w ant to ha% e a home room
for several periods of the day. For example, the children might
be in mixed age groups during an opening period, an extended
lunch and rest time at midday, and perhaps during the last halfhor of school. The main .16 antages to the agc mixture ill tlfis
orangement stein from opportunity for social interaction rather

than from

arious kinds of cross-age tutoring or mixed-age

project work.
The teaching staff of an early childhood department can allocate
some time each day that cooperath c learning groups use to w ork

441111E CASE FOR MIXED-AGE GROUPING

EjThrts to maximize family grouping seem
to be especially appropriate in child care
centers in which many young children
spend the majority of their waking hours.
On assign( d It iriiiiig tasks. We suggest that. the staff plan together
the allocat ion of time and their own efforts in such a way that a
balaneed grouping results. When such a balance existsonixed- and
same age groups haN e t he opportunity to form spontaneously , and

the teacher an organize assigned groups (more or less mixed in
ag) for specific inst met ional puivoses. Each child ould spend
In r first three years in the department, participating in a % ariety of
Invr groups. In t his w ay , t he uneN en deN elopment and progress of
111.1113 3 (lung t hi Wen could iw addressed b3 the flexibility of place

merit bot h in sanw-age and wit hin mixed-age groups.
I.Ifol ts to maximize family grouphig seem to lw especially appro
prime In hild care centers in w frith many y oung children spend

the majority of their w aking hours. A class in a center could be
ow posed of t hree-, four , and ft% e-y ear-olds. Tlw early part of t heir

ould be spent participating together in the morning meal.
The children could take a real role, appropriate to their level of
onipetent , in set ling the table and cleaning up after the meal,
day

and ould III itl.i take real household t bores before starting to play .
Of tom St. t lit group does not hat c to be mixed in age to create this
kind of fa mil3 or connnunity atmosphere. This plan N% ould en!MIR 1' tin honielilu. quality of child care settings and reduce the

temptation to "scholarize- the lk es of %ell oung children in
child care. If, as is often the case, their siblings are enrolled in the
t tilt ci , in( reasing du opportunities for sibling contact is desir
51an3 3 ming ( hildren in institutions may find contact m it h
siW ings during the day a source of comfort.
;gest the optimal allocat ion of
Thus fal . tlwre are no data t hat
t'l
51I5
nolllogUnnolls-age
grouping. There is there
time to mixed
foie no reason to belies e that time must Le allocated to either one
ol i h olhei age grouping arringement. Maximizing the ath an
tages a ml minimizing t he risks of mixed age grouping and nuacing
proper UM of t inn NN il: depend largely on the judgment and skill
fulness of t he teacher.
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Children might spend all of their time in mixed groups,
depending to a large extent on the nat u re of the curriculum.
46/THE CASE FOR MIXEDAGE GROUPING

What about curriculum and mixed-age
groups?
One of the _nossible benefits of mixin; ages in the early childhood

classroom may be a reduction of teachers' and administrators'
tendency to adopt a unidimensknal curriculum consisting of exercises and assigium.nts that all children must complete t% ithin a
gh en time. Instead of a formal academic curriculum for a tt hole
class oi age cohort, %%t recommend an informal curriculum u iLk
ample group Koji t ork, opportunity for spontaneoub play, and
systematic instruction Ibr hulk idual children az, needed.

4-

cht-

Unless the curriculum has a significant amount of thIle allo
cated to informal group n ork and spontaneous in teracth pla3,

iii naturall3 occurring groups. the benefits of the age spread
are unlike13, to be realized. Katz and Chard (19) propose that
the curriculum for all 3, oung children should incLide opportuni
ties for children to n ork on extended group projects in Which indi% iduals ( ont Hinge differentia113, to the effort at man3, les els
of competence.
If a class includes e- and six 3, ear-olds in a fami1 3, grouping
arrangement. sonw (IN os NN ill he closer to six 3 ear-olds than to
other (IN es in a giN en skill and n in profit from sultan-group instmetion that in% oh s six-3, ear-olds as n ell. Similarl3 , some six3, ear-olds init benefit from small group experiences that in% oh e
n it It fh e-year-olds for a fl hile. The ...On/position
certain act i
of the groups can be fluid, depending on the tasks and the rate of
progress of each child.
One of the important potential ads an tages of a mixed-age ear13,
deihtrt men t Is the minimization of grade retention and
t
repetition. An3 child ho had sper t tn 0 or three years ii..3uch a
depal rnellt and n as still judged tillable to unlikel3, to profit front
the subs( (went grade, NN hich might be called Year 1 of primary
school, could be referred for special sen kss. Al* eurrkulum for
n liklu alone than 10% of the agv (eligible children are judged
unread) proba1)l3, inappropriate (Katz, Hants. & Torres, 1987;
Grime &Shepard. 1989).

Summary
Although mixd-ag grouping is a straight fon% ar(1 eonetpt, the
practival details of implementation are not n ell researched. Expe
Howe and some resean hi. hoNt o

r, suggest that 1) an optimum

age range is larger than the cus.omary range in current
( lassrooms. y et not so n ide that dii Wren cannot share intexsts, 2)
t he proportion ()folder to 3 (flinger( hil(tren should tw large enough
to keep the olokr childn.n from regressing, 3) 110 particular proportion of t iiiio needs to lw allocatted to mixed nid same age

grouping, and an informal, multidimensional, non age based
currieulum is most appropriate to a mixed-age group.
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Conclusion and
Recommendations
T

HE RESEARCH REVIEWED SUGGESTS THAT MULTI-AGE GROUPING
LN EARLY CHILDHOOD SETTINGS MAY BENEFIT PARTICIPANTS BY PRO-

% idini, contexts for interaction in %%Well a variety of models of
beha% ior and le% els of social, intellectual, and academic compe-

tences are m ailable. It is assumed that a range of competenees
n Rhin a inixedage group gh Cs rise to cognith e conflicts and op-

portunities to lead, instruct, nurture, and strengthen skills and
ki ion ledge already acquired in the course of tutoring others. Thus,
a mixed age group is potentially a %ery rich educati% e en% ironment.

Mixed-age grouping is especially desirable for y oung children
n ho spend the majority of their n aking hours in child care programs. In such en% ironments family and sibling-like relation
ships can be fostered and become a source of affection, comfort,
and closeness for al! children in% oh ed. Mixed age grouping in the
early y ears of elenwntary sdiool can minimize the need for grade

retention, repetition, and segregated classes for i hildren deemed
"unready" for the next grade.
Special benefits may also accrue to the teachers of mixed-age
groups. It seCills likely . for example, that the n ider rangy of maturity a% ailable in Mixed elgC groups, ( ompared to single-age groups,
n ould decrease y ounger ehildren's dependence upon the teacher
for attention and assistance, more mature children can be sources
of both. Shnilarly , for a %ariety of tasks and chores, older helpers
arc a% ailable to they oungest members. This expanded mailability
or help is likely to be especially iwneficial to the center staff, n ho
arc responsible for % irtually all aspects of children's functioning
throughout the long day.

(lead) mitre 'mean li is needed, but el, idenee reported thas far
gh es Us confidence in di: alue of de% eloping appropriate curriculum and teachim :1,UVgies for mixed age grouping in the
early years.
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On the basks of the foregoing we reeommend that

mixed age grouping bc iniplemented in I lassroof ns Sert hug
young chi Idr,m
curd( ultnn I. broadly coned% ed and designed so that teachers,

principals, and rarents understand that children IN orking together are learning Inuit idimensionaHy
curriculum be oriented tou ard projeut, and ;fed% Ries that enCollragC and allovk children to IN ork collaboratil ely using the
st ruct tires of peer tutoring, Cooperath e learning, and spontane
ous grouping characteristic of y ming children's play settings
teat hcrs bc Kul hied v ith support and assistance in implement
ing mixed agc grouping Iwcause Most current, sequential aca
di mit t urril ula do not support mixed age grouping (tlw appen
Mx supplies some suggestions to (eachers)
!Jamas re( ci% c information and guidance about the benefits of

mixed agc grouping as tlu.ir children mo% e into such experi
e flees
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Amen
Suggestions for
Teachers
Implementing
Mixed-Age Grouping
PLACING CHILDREN LNTO MIXED-AGE GROUPS DOES NOT AUTOMATI-

( ALL1 ASSURE THE IIKALIZATMN OF ALL ITS POTENTIAL BENEFITS.

Among nu nu tors to IA ( onsidered are the staffing patterns and
tettehing strategies.

Staffing patterns
all classes %% ith att3%% here from :25 to 35 II% e- and six-

year olds should ha% r tA% o staff members. rot luldren four 3. ears

old and ((Linger, the group sholl Id be smaller.

ith at least t 0

adults. If the t lass is mixed in age (e.g., fours and fi% VS; ih eh and
sixes. fours, th es. an(1 sixes), the group ma3 be sonte%% hat larger

than a lass of all four-3, ear-olds and should ha% e at least tut)
full t i iiu staff mentin rs. The tu o htaff members Ina.%

ork as equal

part in rs or as h ad and assistant teat hers, depending upon their
qualifications and pn fen tiers, the group's harauteristirs, the
program, and ot her considerations.
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Teaching strategies
Teat hing strategies appropriate for mixed age groups are the
me as for an3 earl3 childhood setting. How e% er, if all the poten

al benefits of the mixture are to be maximized and the potential
risks minimized, some strategies 111.13 desert e Spro ial emphasis.
' described briefly below.
The3

Enhancing social development
Iii a hliNed ago class, teachers hia% ha% 0 to.) inter% me deliberately

to stimulate eross age interaction, espet iall3 at first. In this N%
the teacher lets the t hildren know that she expects them to nutlep

and act upou w hat the3 learn about earh other's concerns.
Teat hers' appal iation of t onstrut ti% e t ross-age interactions w ill

stimulate their ot urrent c and t ulti% att a nurturing famil3 like
ethos in the class or center.

1. Suggest that older I hildren assist 3 ounger ones and that
ounger onus request assistant e from older ones in social situa
tions.

.`,Ide from helping t hildren become acquainted w ith each
other, the teat her can suggest that older children help 3 ounger
ones enter group acti% ides and so on an 1 make allow ances for
ounger children's needs. Teachers t an eneourage 3 ounger ehil
&en to solitit help, ad% ice, attention, directions, and other kinds
of assistance from older t hildren in participating in group play
and so forth.
2. Fneonrage older hildren to assume responsibilit3 for 3 ounk r
ones, and el wourage 3 ounger ones to rely on older ones.
nu teaeher may also prompt an older t hi Id to assume responsi
biln.3 for a 3 ounger one and, similarly , ad% ise a 3 ounger child to

depend on an older one for certain kinds of assistance w hen the
situation arrants It. For example, a 3 oung child IleN% to the group
ith little or no experience of other children is often helped to
enter it or to feel at home 1,3 an older, experienced child's reassur
ancu and advocacy.
Oyeasionall3. a tuacher has to tone don n exeessh e zeal on the
part of a responsible older hild ho nia3 take her n sponsibilitics

a little too seriousl3 It takes some children time to learn the
distinction betn run bi ing helpful and being domineering. In such
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cases the child can be encouraged to super% ise in a friendly rather
than oppressive manner.

s. Guard against y ounger hilden bet owing burdens or nu isant es
for older ones.
There is often a temptation to exploit older children as helpers
and teat hers such that their um n progress might be impeded. Reg
ular obser% ations and re% it s of each indi% idual t hild's progress
and experience in the group s% ill help to minimize this possibility.

4. Help children accept their present limitations.
Mixed-age settings allou younger children to learn %% hat their
(temporary ) limitations arc and hou to accept them. They can also
learn to anticipate the competenees and strengths Omen ed in
older classmates. You ng children disco% er that a limRat ion (due to

age. inexperience. ett..) is not a tragedy , s.nie limitations can pro
ide challenges, and litht'l s must be acrepted gracefully pciaaps
only for the moment.
5. Help children de% clop appret iat ion of their ou n earlier efforts
and progress.

Traehers can Ithe appropriate opportunities to help older chil
dren learn, from their obsenations of y ounger ones. about their
(mil progress and hum far they lime mine. Such appreciation of
their ov less mature beim% ior may strengthen t hilthen's (lisp()
sitions to lw haritable toss ard the less mature they ine% Rably
t mat ounter. This may in turn, reduve the negati% e effects of some

teat hers' tendencies to praise a child repeatedly for being a "big
boy" or -big girl" and to intimidate di 'then by intik siting that
their tuidesirable beha% ior is not fitting for the dass they are in,
but rather for the one from I% hieh they ha% been promoted.

6. Discourage s tereotyping by age.
If older chihiren exhibit a tendeney to disparage the efforts of

ounger ones by calling them "dummies" or "cry, babies." the
tetwher should dim ourage them from doing so and teat h them
instead hot% to be helpful and appreciati% e of younger ones' ef
forts. Occasional gentle and friendly reminders of their ou n ear
her behav tor can also strengthen acceptance of others' efforts. For
example, if tut) children are sent to t on% ey a message to the center
diret tor or st hool print ipal. it should not alu as IN the older one
ho carries it. He might simply observe and make sure that the

task is carried out properly %% Me the younger child actually
makes the request or gives the explanation.
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Enhancing emotional development
There is abundant evidence that children respond to the feelings

and moods of those around them very early in life (see RadkeYarrow, Zahn-Waxier, & Chapman, 1983), Teachers can channel
this responsiveness in at least two ways:

1. Alert children to their peers' needs, feelings, and desires.
The teacher can help children's emotional development by interpret i ng children's feelings, wishes, and desires to each other.

The teacher explains or describes to one child or a group the
feelings, wishes, or desires she believes another child has in a
matter-of-fact way, conveying in. inflation and insight clearly
and respectfully.

2. Encourage children to give and to accept comfort from each

other at times of special stress, separation anxiety, and so forth.

The teacher can arouse sympathy by suggesting to one child
that she probably knows what it feels like to miss someone or
to experience sad times. The teacher should say this without
attributing thoughtlessness to the child in question and without
sentimentality.

Encouraging intellectual development
When the curriculum encourages children to work together on a
wide variety of tasks, projects, and other activities, the teacher
can use cross-age interaction to promote a range of intellectual
and cognitive benefits.

1. Alert children to their peers' interests.
This occurs when teachers refer children to one another. For
exatnple, if a child reports with great enthusiasm some interest or
event in her life, the teacher can remind her that another child is
also interested in the same thing and might want to hear about it.
Similarly, in discussion ith small groups of children, the teacher
might ask one child to respond to what another has said, simply by
asking something like, "What do you think about that, Annie? "
Or, she can ask the group, "Have you any suggestions for Jerome's
project on lizards? " Such strategies indicate to the children that
the lines of communication can go from child to child as well as
from child to teacher and teacher to child.
2. Alert children to their peers' skills as appropriate.
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When one child asks for help with writing something on his
painting or feeding the class rabbit, the teacher can recommend a

particular classmate to ask because she can write weil or can
probably show the requester how to do the chore. Occasionally,
such suggestions fail: Sometimes the requester insists that he
v ants the teacher's help and not another child's, and occasionally
the recommended helper is too busy or for some remon unwilling
to help. In the first case, the teacher has to use her judgment in
deciding n hether to insist on her first suggestion or to accede to
the child's demand. In the second case, it is important to respect
the other child's n ishes and to explain to the requester that as the
other is busy at the momen., he must either wait awhile or try an
alternative approach.

Fart of project work includes making books about what has
been done, what has been learned, and so forth (see Katz & Chard,
of
1989). Some of the older, more experienced children get

doing the illustrations and coloring the pictur _s. Therefore, the
y ounger chi ldren can do these tasks w hHe the older ones write and
bind the book. Similarly, , if a group decides to make labels, graphs,

or pictures of something related to their n ork, the older children
t ould be encouraged to do the labeling and to take dictations from

the othcrs, while the younger children continue with less demanding but equally important aspet,ts of the collaborative effort.
Those n ho can w rite or spell can take responsibility for helping
those n ho cannot yet do so, These kinds of activities are similar to
those that Clay (1979) refers to as socially guided lit.n.acy.

3. Encourage children to read to others and to li.,ten to others
read.
The reading that one child does for another may be no more than
t or.3 telling on tae basis of the pictures in the book, but it cannot
fail to encourage th, hikl to see reading to another as important.
Furthermore, the appreciation if not admiration ey.pressed
by the y ounger listener may strengthen the "reader's- moth ation
to progress wUii learning to read.

4. Help older children think through appropriate roles for
younger ones.

Imagine that a group of children are working on a play, , for
example, and the producers dismiss the y oungest membcrs of the
class as lacking sufficient pertinent abilities to participate in it.
The teacher can help by encouraging the director to think of sim
ple easy roles or by pointing out special abilities of the y ou...ger
children that she is aware of.

While these practices are especially useful in mixed age and
mixed ability groups, they can be adapted for use in 0,ny class.
They also tend to reduce the children's dependency oh the teacher.
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.
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ith
and for children, including
Young Children, the journal for early childhood educators
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disdpline, teacher education,
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An Annual Conference at brings people from all over the
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The National Academy of Early Childhood Programs, a voluntary arcreditation sy stem for high quality programs ior children
The Information Sen ice, a centralized source of information
sharing, distribution, and collaboration
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NAEYC services
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. call NAEYC at
....s21.777 or 809-4242460 or write to
NAEYC, 1834 Conneticut Ay e., N.W., Waoongton, DC 200095786.
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6ofrHE CASE FOR MIXEDAGE GROUPING

WHAT STRUCK ME REPEATEDLY AS I WORKED ON THIS BOOK
WAS THAT THE EXPERIENCES CHILDREN CAN HAVE IN A MIXED-AGE

class depend more upon "good" teaching than upon the age char-

acteristics of the participants, with one possible exception.
Namely, that, in my view, we should do all we can to strengthen
in our youth the capacity to care and respond positively to the
less mature among us. So often teachers say to errant children

"You're not in kindergarten now!" or "That behavior doesn't
belong in high school!" or in similar ways convey the idea that it
is appropriate to regard with disdain the behavior and characteristics of younger children. Adults often use descriptions of behaving like younger peers as an insult or motivator ("Don't be a
baby," "cry baby," "grow up," etc.). While it is not necessary to

have mixed-age grouping to counteract this deep tradition, it
could certainly help encourage youth not only to notice the dynamics of growth, and Iceept some responsibility for younger
ones, but also to appreciate where they themselves were so recently, and their own increasing competence.
Our inspection of the available literature gave us the impression that much more analytical and descriptive material on this
subject would be welcome. We hope this beginning effort will
stimulate others to report their own experiences, experiments,
and suggestions. We would like to hear from our readers about
approaches they have used to group children in child care and

school environments that might be useful and interesting to
others around the country. We at ERIC/EECE would be glad to
develop an information repository and exchange on the topic for
all who would find it helpful.
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